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Tipping elements in the climate system are large-scale subregions of the Earth
that might possess threshold behavior under global warming with large po-
tential impacts on human societies. Here, we study a subset of five tipping
elements and their interactions in a conceptual and easily extendable frame-
work: the Greenland and West Antarctic Ice Sheets, the Atlantic Meridional
Overturning Circulation (AMOC), the El-Nin˜o Southern Oscillation (ENSO)
and the Amazon rainforest. In this nonlinear and multistable system, we per-
form a basin stability analysis to detect its stable states and their associated
Earth system resilience. We investigate dynamic regimes where some of the
states lose stability and oscillations appear using a newly developed basin bi-
furcation analysis methodology. We perform a large-scale robustness analysis
using a Monte Carlo approach to propagate the large uncertainties associated
with the critical temperature thresholds and the interaction strengths of the
tipping elements. In our multistability analysis, we reveal that the state of four
or five tipped elements is dominant for large levels of global warming beyond
4 ˝C above pre-industrial climate conditions. For lower levels of warming,
states including disintegrated ice sheets on West Antarctica and Greenland
have higher basin volume than other state configurations. We also detect the
emergence of limit cycles for 0.6% of all ensemble members at rare parameter
combinations. Such limit cycle oscillations mainly occur between the Green-
land Ice Sheet and AMOC (86%), due to their negative feedback coupling.
These limit cycles point to possibly dangerous internal modes of variability
in the climate system that could have played a role in paleoclimatic dynamics
such as those unfolding during the Pleistocene ice age cycles.
2
1 Introduction
During the last decades, the field of tipping elements has become a major point of interest in
complex systems and network science [1, 2]. They have been used in the description of various
fields such as in financial markets, technological progress, ecology or in climate science [e.g.,
3, 4, 5, 6]. Tipping elements can interact across scales in space and time [7] which could
potentially lead to catastrophic domino effects [8] or, for instance, lead to a hothouse cliamte
state in the case of climate tipping elements [9].
In the climate system, tipping elements are subregions of the Earth system that can exhibit
threshold behavior, where a small forcing perturbation can be sufficient to invoke a strong non-
linear response of the system that can qualitatively change the state of the whole region or
system due to internal, self-enforcing feedbacks [6]. Climate tipping elements comprise sys-
tems from the cryosphere (e.g. Greenland, Antarctic Ice Sheet, Permafrost), the biosphere (e.g.
Amazon rainforest, coral reefs) and large-scale circulation systems (e.g. Monsoon systems, At-
lantic Meridional Overturning Circulation) [6, 10]. Their potential tipping to alternative states
would be associated with severe impacts on the biosphere and threaten human societies [11].
It has been suggested that several climate tipping elements are at risk or on the way of trans-
gressing into an undesired state even at global warming levels below the 2.0˝C goal of the
Paris Agreement [10, 11, 12]. Among others, tipping elements that already show warning sig-
nals of degradation at present times [11, 12] are: the West Antarctic Ice Sheet where parts
in the Amundsen Bay (Pine Island & Thwaites region) are suspected to have been destabi-
lized [13, 14, 15], the AMOC which experienced a major slowdown of 15% from 1950 to
now [16], the Amazon rainforest which might approach a tipping point due to climate change
and deforestation [17]. Critical deforestation ratios might lie between 20 to 40%, where cur-
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rent deforestation is reaching 20% [17, 18]. Furthermore, the Greenland Ice Sheet loses mass
at an accelerating pace [19, 20] and the frequency of major El-Nin˜o events are suggested to
increase twofold and strong ENSO effects will occur more often as global warming contin-
ues [21, 22]. However, others highlight that large uncertainties are related to future changes of
ENSO and whether major El-Nin˜o events will become more frequent or intense under global
warming [23, 24].
Furthermore, contradicting a common misunderstanding, tipping elements do not necessarily
tip immediately after the crossing of their tipping point, but their tipping time trajectory might
take very long and appear smooth [25]. For instance for the large ice sheets, the disintegration
time scale could be on the order of several centuries up to millennia as has been suggested by
modeling studies [26, 27, 28].
For most of the tipping elements, there is a critical temperature range at which they are suspected
to leave their current safe state separating the climate tipping elements into three groups [10].
The first group comprises elements that might transgress their state within the limits of the Paris
Agreement (Paris, 2015) of 2 ˝C above pre-industrial and with that, these are the most vulner-
able climate tipping elements with respect to global warming. This group contains mainly
cryosphere elements (Arctic summer sea ice, West Antarctic Ice Sheet, Greenland Ice Sheet
and Alpine glaciers) as well as the Coral reefs that are likely to be lost even when global warm-
ing is restricted to 2 ˝C above pre-industrial. The second group might tip at temperatures above
3 ˝C (for instance the Amazon rainforest, AMOC or ENSO) and the most resilient group only
at temperatures around 5 ˝C above pre-industrial or higher (e.g., parts of the Antarctic ice sheet,
permafrost or Arctic winter sea ice).
However, the tipping elements in the climate system are not independent of each other, but
connected [29, 11] and the knowledge about the exact interaction structure is sparse and par-
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tially based on experts that, for instance, suggested an interaction structure, including sign and
strength, for a subset of five tipping elements: The Greenland Ice Sheet, the West Antarctic
Ice Sheet, the AMOC, the Amazon rainforest and the ENSO [29]. Behind each connection
between two tipping elements within this subset, there is a physical process or set of processes
(see Tab. 1). For instance the impact of the Greenland Ice Sheet on the AMOC due to freshwater
input from melting ice slows down the AMOC on the one hand and a weakening AMOC on the
other hand cools latitudes in the northern hemisphere. Note that this subset network of tipping is
neither complete in the number and selection of tipping elements, nor is it comprehensive in the
possible connection pathways and their potential strength between the tipping elements. There
are also earlier investigations on tipping points [30] and the interaction of tipping points [31, 32]
in the context of economic damage and the social cost of carbon using further developed ver-
sions of the integrated assessment model DICE [33, 34]. Here, Cai et al. (2016) [31] explicitly
base their findings on the interactions of tipping elements from the expert elicitation in Kriegler
et al. (2009) [29].
Following the elaborations above, in this work we aim at investigating the resilience of various
attractors for interacting climate tipping elements and we want to elucidate the role that different
tipping cascades have in that regard. The approach put forward here can easily be adapted to
more tipping elements and further interaction structures once they are more comprehensively
understood [see also 35].
We explore the stability landscape and the dynamics of a subset of five tipping elements rep-
resented by normal form fold bifurcations based on known interactions across scales in time
and space between these tipping elements (Fig. 1) [29]. These five tipping elements are the
Greenland and West Antarctic Ice Sheets, the AMOC, the ENSO and the Amazon rainfor-
est [29]. We introduce the model of interacting tipping elements in section. We use the con-
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cept of basin stability [36] in order to determine the basin sizes of various attractors of this
multistable system (see section 2). Based on a large-scale Monte Carlo ensemble, this method-
ology gives an estimate how stable and resilient various attractors are. It has been applied
to many dynamic systems before such as power grids, neuronal models and further nonlinear
systems [37, 38, 39, 40, 41]. Furthermore, especially for larger coupling strengths, Hopf bifur-
cations can occur, thus invoking oscillatory limit-cycle solutions of the model. For the detection
and quantification of these types of limit cycle attractors, we apply a newly developed bifurca-
tion algorithm that is able to identify different dynamical properties in complex systems: the
Monte Carlo Basin Bifurcation analysis (MCBB) [42].
In the following, we first introduce the methodological approach of this work: the model of
interacting tipping elements (section 2.1), the basin stability approach (section 2.2), the con-
struction of the large-scale Monte Carlo ensemble (section 2.3) and the Monte Carlo Basin Bi-
furcation analysis (section 2.4). Then, we evaluate the basin volume in our model (section 3.1)
and quantify the occurrence of limit cycles in our model (section 3.2). Lastly, the results with
respect to the climate system are discussed in section 4.
2 Methods
For the purpose of investigating the dynamical properties of the subset of five tipping elements,
we further developed a conceptual network approach that is fully dynamic and captures the
main nonlinear dynamical properties of tipping elements [35, 43, 44]. The actual physical
processes behind the tipping elements are not explicitly modeled to maintain an accessible and
controllable structure. The modeling of complex systems using conceptual approaches is a
popular tool and has been successfully applied to, among others, ecology, social systems or
epidemiology [5, 45, 46].
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Given that, despite major advances, current EMICs (Earth system models of intermediate com-
plexity) and GCMs (global circulation models) are not yet able to fully represent the nonlinear
behavior of some Earth system components, but physics based models and equations as well as
paleo climate observations suggest the existence of such properties for many tipping elements
as for instance the Greenland and West Antarctic Ice Sheet [26, 28], the AMOC [47, 48, 49, 50],
the Amazon rainforest [51, 52, 53] or the ENSO [54, 55], the conceptual approach chosen here
demonstrates an option how to model interactions between tipping elements. Thus, we put this
model forward as a first step towards a more process-detailed assessment of tipping elements
and their interactions. This also emphasizes that future research could focus on developing
more complex, emulator- or EMIC/GCM-like models of tipping elements to investigate their
nonlinear interplay such as has recently been developed for the Antarctic Ice Sheet [56].
2.1 Model
In our conceptual model, we divide the dynamics xi of the considered tipping elements i into
their individual dynamics fi pxiq and a direct interaction term gip~xq ” gipxq. This yields
τi 9xi “ fi pxiq ` gipxq, (1)
where τi is the typical time that passes when a tipping element undergoes a critical transition
from one state to another. We model the individual dynamics of each of the tipping elements
with the general tipping approach (CUSP equation [8, 57])
fi pxiq “ ´aix3i ` bixi ` ci ai, bi, ci P R, (2)
where ai ą 0 and bi ą 0. Assuming additive separability of the interactions between the tipping
elements and linear interactions, the interaction term gipxq becomes
gipxq “
ÿ
j
gijpxi, xjq linear“
interactions
ÿ
j
Aijxj. (3)
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Here, Aij is the interaction structure and strength, which is set to zero if there is no connection
between the tipping elements i and j. Altogether, Eq. 1 becomes
τi 9xi “ ´aix3i ` bixi ` ci `
ÿ
j
Aijxj. (4)
Each tipping element xi following this equation possesses two fold bifurcations at˘
ap4a3i q{p27biq
and has already been investigated in theoretical works on tipping cascades [57], but also in var-
ious contexts where nonlinear behavior is important as for instance in policy, environmental
issues, economy or climate [8, 58]. For these equations exist a framework that allows to investi-
gate tipping cascades on larger networks with regard to their interaction structure in the network
as well as microstructures that are decisive for finding emergent tipping cascades [43, 44].
If we now set a “ 1, b “ 1, Aij “ d{10 ¨ sij and ci “
´a
4{27{Tlimit, i
¯
¨ ∆GMT, the tipping
elements are described by the following nonlinear, ordinary differential equation (all parameters
of Eq. 5 are explained in the Tabs. 1 and 2)
dxi
dt
“
»—–´x3i ` xi ` a4{27Tlimit, i ¨∆GMT` d10 ¨ÿj
j‰i
sij pxj ` 1q
fiffifl 1
τi
. (5)
Here, xi is the state of the tipping element (see Fig. 1B) and i stands for the considered tipping
elements i “ Greenland Ice Sheet,West Antarctic Ice Sheet,AMOC,ENSO,Amazon rainforest.
We choose these five tipping elements since their interaction structure is known from an expert
elicitation [29]. The increase of the global mean temperature above pre-industrial is denoted by
∆GMT, Tlimit, i is the critical temperature threshold of the respective element. The last term is
the coupling term, where d is a general multiplicator that determines the strength of the inter-
action term in comparison to the other, individual dynamics terms. The parameter d is varied
between 0, meaning no interactions, and 1, where the interactions become as important as the
individual dynamics. Following this, one might tend to assume that the individual dynamics of
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the tipping element influences the tipping element more than the interaction effect. This might
make smaller coupling parameters more realistic than higher ones. In Eq. 5, sij is the link
strength that is based on the expert elicitation [29] and τi is a typical timescale at which a cer-
tain tipping element transgresses its state. This typical tipping time scale ranges from decades
for the Amazon rainforest to several millennia for the large ice sheets (see Appendix Tab. 2).
Then, our system of differential equations is integrated forward in time using scipy.odeint [59]
until more than 20 times the Greenland Ice Sheet’s typical transition time scale has passed.
This is equal to 100,000 years simulation time. This is the time when equilibrium is reached in
the simulations. However, we are not intending to compute an exact time scale for tipping or
tipping cascades here, but we are rather interested in the system’s attractors and their stability
properties. This is why we denote model years in arbitrary units instead of giving an exact
time, also since this would be beyond the scope of this conceptual model (see Fig. 1A). Note
that we adapted the link from ENSO to AMOC from uncertain to negative compared to the
original results of the expert elicitation on tipping element interactions [29] since there is only
a dampening process known in literature [60].
However, there are considerable uncertainties associated to this approach, especially with the
critical temperature at which a certain tipping element transgresses its state Tlimit, i as well as
in the strength of the interactions sij . The uncertainties of these two parameters are shown in
the Appendix Tabs. 1 and 2. Thus, with Eq. 5, we model tipping events and cascades under
certain conditions of global warming (GMT) and the interaction strength (d). Although some
interconnections have been investigated in more detail as for instance the link between the
Greenland Ice Sheet and the AMOC [49, 61] or the AMOC and ENSO [55], the translation into
a nonlinear coupling parameter as it would be required here is difficult and would introduce
a bias towards these more studied connections. Therefore, the interaction structure is kept as
described in Eq. 5.
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2.2 Basin stability
We are interested in the stability properties of different attractors within the state space. An
appropriate tool to investigate the stability landscape of such states is the so-called basin sta-
bility [36, 39]. Basin stability is a nonlinear stability measure for the resilience of an attractor
to disturbances. It is an established algorithm besides other nonlinear stability measures such
as survivability [41] and has been applied to many multistable systems. Examples comprise
the Amazon rainforest [36], the stability in networks of power grids [37], neuronal models [38]
and further nonlinear systems [39, 40]. Especially for multidimensional and highly nonlinear
systems as in this case, basin stability provides a suitable method, where a linearization of the
system would be imprecise.
An attractor A is defined as the minimal compact invariant set A Ď X , where X is the entire
state space [62]. BpAq Ď X is the basin of attraction of A which comprises all states from
which the system converges to A. The basin stability or the basin volume V pAq is then quan-
tified as the probability that a system will return to a certain attractor A after a perturbation
VBpAq :“
ż
R
1BpAqdµ P r0, 1s, (6)
where 1BpAq is 1 in case x P BpAq and 0 otherwise. µ is a measure on the state space X
that encodes the relevance of a certain perturbation and our knowledge about the system. The
estimation of the integral in Eq. 6 can be difficult, but in our system it can be assumed that
the estimation of the basin volume can be estimated via a Monte Carlo ensemble. The total
volume of a basin of attraction is then measured as the fraction of simulations with randomly
chosen initial conditions that end up in that certain attractor NpAq over the total number of
initial conditions NpΩq
V pAq “ P pAq “ NpAq{NpΩq. (7)
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Here, P pAq is the probability that a random initial condition ends up in the basin of attractor
A. To assign the basin volume V pAq with the probability P pAq, it is required that the space
of initial conditions is covered well and uniformly. Therefore in this work, it is necessary to
extend the classical concept of basin stability since it is not only required to sample the space
of initial conditions sufficiently well, but also to sample over the uncertainties in the model
parameters themselves (see Tabs. 1 and 2). Thus, we need to set up a very large-scale Monte
Carlo ensemble of several billion ensemble members whose construction details can be directly
found below.
2.3 Monte Carlo ensemble to compute basin stability
To apply the concept of basin stability, the state space must be sampled in a suitable and suf-
ficiently comprehensive way. Therefore, we need a way of covering the many uncertainties in
various parameters in this system to be able to construct a Monte Carlo sample that covers an
adequate extent of the phase space.
The basic ensemble without the extension for basin stability is set up as follows: for each pair
of global mean temperatures (GMT) and interaction strengths d, there is a sample of size 100
constructed with initial conditions from Tlimit, i and sij using a latin hypercube algorithm [63].
Latin hypercube sampling is an extension to the usual random sampling and is used to improve
the space coverage of initial conditions. Therefore, the space of initial conditions is separated
into its dimensions, i.e., the number of different initial parameters (here 17, see Tabs. 1 and 2).
Then it is secured that only one sample occurs in each axis hyperplane (compare to the N-
rooks problem in mathematics). We apply this sampling procedure for each of the 27 different
network setups that arise from the permutation (positive, negative, zero) of the three uncertain
links (Amazon rainforestÑENSO, AMOCÑAmazon and West Antarctic Ice SheetÑAMOC,
see Fig. 1A). This then leads to 2700 samples. These 2700 samples are computed for each
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global mean temperature increase up to 8 ˝C above pre-industrial which can be reached in busi-
ness as usual scenarios RCP8.5 extended from 2100 to 2500 [10] in steps of 0.1 ˝C and coupling
constant d between 0.0 and 1.0 in steps of 0.02 accounting for 864.000 simulation runs.
The basin stability of the system for each of these 864.000 samples is computed by permuting
the initial state of each of the five tipping elements within its limit, i.e., between the untipped
(x=´1.0) and the tipped state (x=`1.0). The state variables of the five tipping elements result
in a five dimensional state vector
vecbasin stability, i “ txGreenland Ice Sheetp0q, xAMOCp0q, xWest Antarctic Ice Sheetp0q,
xENSOp0q, xAmazon rainforestp0qu,
where vecbasin stability, i P r´1.0;`1.0s for each tipping element. However, vecbasin stability, i cannot
be permuted in a completely random way, but each of its five dimensions needs to be permuted
in an independent way since there is a strong nonlinearity at state equal zero for each of the
five dimensions. Of course, in principle if there would be infinite computational resources, we
would not need to take this nonlinearity into account. In turn, since this is not the case, we need
to account for this important nonlinear property of the system. This means that the sign of each
state must be equally probable, i.e.:
Psign “ P p´,´,´,´,´q “ P p`,´,´,´,´q “ P p´,`,´,´,´q “
“ . . . “ P p`,`,`,´,`q “ P p`,`,`,`,´q “ P p`,`,`,`,`q “
“ 1{32 “ 0.03125.
(8)
This can be achieved when random starting conditions are drawn from each of the 32 combina-
tions of Psign. Hence, for each of the 32 combinations, we chose 10 different initial conditions
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ending up with 320 different settings. For the 320 randomly chosen perturbations (i.e., the ini-
tial conditions of the tipping elements), we again used a latin hypercube algorithm [63]. That
means it fulfils the condition that each of the 32 different possible signs of the initial conditions
in their five-dimensional subspace (one dimension for each tipping element) is covered equally
often.
Altogether, we employ a very large ensemble of simulations to compute the basin stability of
Ntotal “ 320 ¨ 864.000 “ 3.569.184.000 « 3.6 ¨ 109 samples. How the final state can depend on
the initial conditions is shown exemplary for three timelines in Fig. 1C-E.
2.4 Monte Carlo Basin Bifurcation Analysis
Coupling nonlinear ODEs as in the model described here, invokes the possibility of further
types of bifurcations besides fold bifurcations. Here, we utilize Monte Carlo Basin Bifurcation
Analysis [42] to uncover system attractors and estimate their basins of attraction finding Hopf-
Bifurcations and thus oscillating solutions converging to limit cycle attractors. MCBB is a
novel, numerical approach to analyze multistable systems, quantify and track their asymptotic
states in terms of their basins of attraction by utilizing random sampling and clustering methods.
MCBB aims to find classes of attractors that collectively share the largest basins of attractions
of the system. Similar attractors, at different parameter values, have to share similar values
of invariant measures ρ and the difference of theses measures has to smoothly vanish if the
parameter difference goes to zero. If this is the case they are regarded as being part of the
same class of attractors. Ntr trajectories of the system, here 140 000, with randomized initial
conditions and parameters are integrated. In order to identify the different classes of attractors,
suitable statistics Si are measured on every system dimension for every trajectory, here, the
mean, variance and the Kullbach-Leibler divergence to a normal distribution. Hence, for every
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statistic i, Si is a Ntrˆ 5 matrix. A distance matrix of each trajectory to each other is computed
from these statics with
Dij “
3ÿ
k
wk
5ÿ
l
|Sk,il ´ Sk,jl| ` w4|ppiq ´ ppjq| (9)
where ppiq is the control parameter used to generate the i-th trajectory and wi are free parameters
of the method, here r1; 0.5; 0.5; 1s which is the default recommendation for these parameters.
This distance matrix is used as an input for a density-based clustering algorithm such as DB-
SCAN which can find if this notion of continuity between different trajectories exists and thus
each cluster corresponds to a different class of attractors. For further details on MCBB, refer
to [42]. When applying this to the conceptual model for climate tipping points, not only the
different possible states of tipped elements are found, but also different classes of oscillating
states induced by Hopf-Bifurcations are found. For the MCBB analysis, the parameter uncer-
tainties were varied randomly within the same bounds as for the previously described basin
computations. The initial conditions of five tipping elements were chosen to all start at ´1,
i.e., not tipped for the results presented in the main text, and at random between ´1 and `1 for
the results presented in the appendix. The computations are performed with the Julia library
MCBB.jl.
3 Results
3.1 Basin stability
We compute the basin stability of each potential state that could be governed by the five tipping
elements. The present day state could be considered as some kind of safe state for the Earth
system when all five tipping elements are in a negative state. On the other hand there could
be a state where all five tipping elements reside in the positive, tipped state. In between there
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Figure 1. A) World map with connections shown for five tipping elements where the interaction
structure is known from an expert elicitation [29, 60]. Each link represents a physical mecha-
nism and has a certain strength (see supplementary Tab. 1). A positive arrow implies an effect
that drives the tipping element closer to its tipping point, a negative arrow drives the tipping ele-
ment away from its tipping point and a question mark stands for an unclear direction. B) (Fold)
Bifurcation diagram of each of the tipping elements without coupling. On the x-axis, the aver-
age global warming required for tipping is shown in degrees above pre-industrial global mean
temperature levels for the respective tipping element. C-E) Timelines at the same GMT=2.5 ˝C
above pre-industrial levels and d “ 0.15 with different starting conditions as used to probe basin
stability. C) IC “ r´1,´1,´1,´1,´1s (today’s conditions, no element is tipped at t “ 0), D)
IC “ r´0.6,´0.7, 0.1,´0.5, 0.9s, E) IC “ r0.9, 0.4,´0.9, 0.1, 0.3s.
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are intermediate scenarios, where some tipping elements already crossed their thresholds and
others did not. In Fig. 2, we show the average basin stability for each of these six possible
situations, i.e., with zero, one, two, three, four and five tipped elements. In this experiment, we
perturbed the initial conditions of all tipping elements at the same time. The fraction of initial
conditions that end up in the respective basin are plotted as the color.
In general, we observe that the size of the basin of attraction for higher global warming levels
becomes larger for a higher number of tipped elements as would be expected. For high levels
of warming, the basin of five tipped elements dominates.
For increasing interaction strength, the volume of the basins with four or less tipped elements
decreases (Fig. 2A-D). Contrasting this, the basin for five tipped elements decreases with in-
creasing interaction strength. This is due to the strong negative feedback loop between the
Greenland Ice Sheet and the AMOC. In such cases of high coupling, the AMOC tips, but safe-
guards the Greenland Ice Sheet which reaches the untipped regime, see Fig. 2F for global mean
temperature increases above 4 ˝C and interaction strengths above 0.5. This poses a hypothet-
ical scenario which would only be realistic if the interaction strength between Greenland and
AMOC is very high and this behavior has also been observed in experiments of tipping cascades
earlier [35].
For instance, in the basin volume plot of zero, one or two tipped elements, the number of states
that equilibrate in this state is very small (Fig. 2A, B and C). For temperature increases above
2 ˝C the associated basin volume is close to zero for all interaction strengths. At the same time,
the size of the basin decreases for higher coupling strengths.
The uncertainties of the basin volumes are quantified as standard deviation in the appendix
(Fig. 6). We find that uncertainties generally increase for a higher amount of tipped elements as
well as for high interaction strengths. The standard deviation is highest for small temperature
increases and high coupling strengths since here, the attractors depend on the initial conditions
16
in terms of the critical temperature thresholds and initial coupling constants (see Tab. 1). The
basin of four and five tipped elements show a regime of increased standard deviation for tem-
peratures around 2-5 ˝C above pre-industrial and interaction strength parameters of more than
0.2. This is probably due to the fact that in this regime the state of the Greenland Ice Sheet
has a large variation because of its strong negative feedback loop to AMOC. Thus, whether
this element tips, also depends a lot on the explicit initial conditions of the state as well as on
parameters (see Tabs. 1 and 2). Outside and around this regime, the uncertainty is smaller since
either Greenland is not tipped with high certainty for lower temperature increases (below 2 ˝C)
or tipped with high certainty at higher temperature increases (above 5 ˝C).
There exists a narrow range of global mean temperature increases when single tipping elements
can transgress their state without triggering a tipping cascade. This range is mostly located
below 1 ˝C above pre-industrial for low coupling strength and well below 1 ˝C for higher in-
teraction strengths (see Fig. 2B and Fig. 7). If we separate this response into the respective
singular tipping elements, we can see that above an interaction strength of 0.2-0.4, the Green-
land Ice Sheet and ENSO cannot tip without causing a cascade due to their strong interactions
links to AMOC or the Amazon rainforest, respectively (for more details see Appendix B).
Additionally, we investigate some important intermediate states in more detail, where some el-
ements are in the tipped regime, while others are not. It was found that several tipping cascades
of size two and three are more frequent than others, for instance a tipping cascade between
the Greenland and the West Antarctic Ice Sheet is more likely than, for instance, a cascade be-
tween the AMOC and the Amazon rainforest [35]. Thus, we investigate the basin volume that
corresponds to such cascades.
We find that the ice sheets appear to be of particular importance for the stability of the Earth
system in our model because they have a high basin stability in both, when exactly two and
exactly three elements are tipped (Figs. 3 and 4). Although a potential disintegration of the ice
17
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Figure 2. Basin volume for each number of tipped elements in dependence of interaction
strength and global mean temperature increase. A-F) Basin volume of 0 to 5 tipped elements.
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sheets can take several centuries up to millennia, states including tipped ice sheets seem to be
more stable than states without tipped ice sheets. This is also consistent with the earlier result
that the large ice sheets are the initiators of many cascades in the studied model [35].
In case exactly two elements are tipped (Fig. 3), the basin of the Greenland and the West Antarc-
tic Ice Sheet is the only one which has increased basin volume for low interaction strength and
global warming levels of 1-3 ˝C above pre-industrial. This would represent a scenario in which,
both, the Greenland Ice Sheet as well as the West Antarctic Ice Sheet are triggered and become
ice free on long time scales without a tipping of the AMOC. This could for example be the case
when global warming is higher than necessary to safeguard the large ice sheets, but low enough
such that the time of their disintegration is slow enough such that the freshwater input into the
AMOC does not stop their functioning.
In parallel, if exactly three elements are tipped, the combinations that include the Greenland
and the West Antarctic Ice Sheet have a higher basin stability at low interaction strength. Here,
global warming levels are up to 4 ˝C above pre-industrial (Fig. 4).
Furthermore, some basin volumes are increased for low to intermediate levels of global warming
and high interaction strengths (above « 0.5). It is likely that such scenarios are less realistic
since, either such a low increase of the global mean temperature is improbable, or such high
interaction strength would pose the unlikely scenario that interactions are as important as the
individual dynamics of the tipping elements. This would be the case when the interaction
strength d approaches 1.0 (see Figs. 3, 4 and compare to Eq. 5).
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Figure 3. Basin stability for exactly two tipped elements for all pairs of tipping elements (panel
A to J). Most of the basin volumes are very small, but the joint basin of the Greenland and
the West Antarctic Ice Sheet for low interaction strength and the joint basin of the AMOC and
the West Antarctic Ice Sheet for high interaction strength and low temperature is increased.
The abbreviations in the title stand for: Greenland Ice Sheet (GIS), West Antarctic Ice Sheet
(WAIS), Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC), El-Nin˜o Southern Oscillation
(ENSO) and Amazon rainforest (AMAZ).
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Figure 4. Basin stability for exactly three tipped elements (panel A to J). The volume of basins
is large, where the Greenland and the West Antarctic Ice Sheet are included, for low interaction
strength and global warming levels of up to 4 ˝C above pre-industrial.
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3.2 Oscillatory states
Furthermore, from the basin stability results we aim to separate off limit cycle attractors in the
state space. The results from MCBB (Monte Carlo Basin Bifurcation [42]) identify the param-
eter regimes where Hopf Bifurcations occur and the tipping elements start to show Kadyrov
oscillations. Such Kadyrov oscillations have already been found in the early literature on dy-
namical systems of the CUSP type [57]. As shown in Fig. 5 for initial conditions at ´1 for all
tipping elements, this is most prominently the case for large interaction strengths and medium
temperature increase values. Here, about every tenth solution is oscillating. This is due to the
fact that uncertainties are largest in these regimes. For smaller interaction strength values, limit
cycles can still occur but are much rarer with an occurrence at about 1% of all solutions. Of all
these limit cycle oscillations almost all (95%) have a significant amplitude (Standard deviation
ą 0.1) in at least one tipping element. The most common limit cycles are simultaneous oscilla-
tions of AMOC and GIS as shown in Fig. 5D. They make up about 86% of all oscillating states
found. The reason for this predominant oscillation is that there is a strong negative feedback
loop between the Greenland Ice Sheet and the AMOC via freshwater input from Greenland
that weakens the AMOC, while on the other side a weaker AMOC cools the northern hemi-
sphere [see e.g. 16, 29]. Still, whether such oscillations could indeed exist in the climate system
remains speculative, but in principle there is evidence of oscillatory behavior in paleo data of
the Earth system [64, 65].
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Figure 5. Oscillating states in case the initial conditions of all tipping elements are
r´1,´1,´1,´1,´1s. For random initial conditions, see Fig. 8. A) Occurrence of oscillating
states with respect to global warming and interaction strength parameter d. B) Dependence of
limit cycles and their main type on the temperature increase at high interaction strength (dashed
magenta line in panel A). C) Dependence of limit cycles and their main type on the coupling
strength at a temperature increase of 2 ˝C above pre-industrial (dashed blue line in panel A). D)
Example time series for a limit cycle of AMOC and GIS.
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4 Discussion & Conclusion
In this work, we studied a conceptual model of five climate tipping elements based on a system
of coupled, nonlinear differential equations. We investigated the stability of different dynami-
cal regimes with respect to its stable states applying the concept of basin stability using a very
large-scale Monte Carlo simulations of more than 3.5 billion ensemble members. Following that
approach, we are able to propagate the numerous uncertainties thoroughly which are associated
with the critical temperature thresholds and interaction strengths. With a Monte Carlo basin
bifurcation analysis tool, we detected oscillatory states within our system. We found that the
largest basin volume is that of the basin, where all five tipping elements are in the transgressed
state. Furthermore, we have shown that the ice sheets could be of special importance for the
stability of the climate system regarding their increased basin volume in case more than one
element is tipped. Based on the known interactions from Kriegler et al. [29] this makes sense,
since the interactions between the ice sheets, especially from Greenland to West Antarctica, are
strong due to sea level that might cause grounding line retreat. Of course, the ice sheets interact
with global modes of ocean variability like the AMOC and reduce its overturning strength, but
in our model these interactions are not sufficient to tip the AMOC. These states with disinte-
grated ice sheets are especially relevant exhibiting a high basin volume for intermediate climate
warming scenarios consistent with the often discussed climate target of the Paris Agreement
that aims at limiting global warming to well below 2 ˝C above pre-industrial levels [66]. For
large temperature increases above 4.0 ˝C above pre-industrial levels, we found that only the
state with four or five tipped elements dominates in the long term. Limit cycle oscillations be-
tween the tipping of some elements have been detected at some rare parameter configurations,
mainly between the Greenland Ice Sheet and the AMOC. Although it remains unclear whether
such (Kadyrov) oscillations have occurred in the climate system, they point towards possible
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internal modes of variability in the climate system. However, in principle such limit cycle be-
havior could have played a role during paleo times such as the Pleistocene [64, 65]. Our results
therefore motivate that it could be worthwhile to look into these dynamics in more detail using
process-detailed Earth system models.
Our complex dynamical networks approach strongly simplifies the nature of tipping elements
as well as their interaction structure. However, it can serve to integrate simplified concepts
of tipping elements until coupled, process-based models are developed that can resolve the
respective nonlinearities in the Earth system in more detail since current state-of-the-art Earth
system models cannot yet model all these nonlinearities due to a lack of comprehensive process-
understanding and computational constraints. It is further important to note that some studies
have hypothesized that major changes in ENSO are possible [55, 54] based on conceptual mod-
els [67, 68], but however, whether this is evidence for a permanent and potentially even irre-
versibly tipped ENSO remains uncertain and debated. Surely, ENSO exerts strong feedbacks
onto the climate system that will increase if major El-Nin˜o events become more frequent, for in-
stance through strong drying trends over Amazonia. Furthermore, in earlier research we found
that the main results of our model remain robust under the omission of ENSO such that we de-
cided to investigate the more complex case and included ENSO here [35]. While some literature
studies present ENSO among the list of potential tipping elements [10, 6, 29], it still remains
uncertain whether ENSO is a tipping element in a strict sense.
Overall, our network approach can easily be adapted to further tipping elements as soon as their
interaction structure would be understood. It is also possible to probe the effect of different
structural interaction hypotheses to further tipping elements within the scope of an uncertainty
analysis, as has already been performed here for three interaction links.
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Appendix
A Parameter uncertainties
In the following tables (Tabs. 1 and 2), we list the critical temperatures Tlimit, i for the respective
tipping element and the interactions between them together with their uncertainties.
Interaction Link strength range sij (a.u.) Process
GreenlandÑ AMOC r`1;`10s Freshwater inflow
AMOCÑ Greenland r´1;´10s AMOC breakdown, Greenland cooling
GreenlandÑWest Antarctica r`1;`10s Grounding line retreat
ENSOÑ Amazon rainforest r`1;`10s Drying over Amazonia
ENSOÑWest Antarctica r`1;`5s Warming of Ross and Amundsen seas
AMOCÑ Amazon rainforest r˘2;˘4s Changes in hydrological cycle
West AntarcticaÑ AMOC r˘1;˘3s Increase in meridional salinity gradient (´),
Fast advection of freshwater anomaly
to North Atlantic (`)
AMOCÑ ENSO r`1;`2s Cooling of North-East tropical Pacific with thermo-
cline shoaling and weakening of annual cycle in EEP
West AntarcticaÑ Greenland r`1;`2s Grounding line retreat
ENSOÑ AMOC r´1;´2s Enhanced water vapour transport to Pacific
AMOCÑWest Antarctica r`1;`1.5s Heat accumulation in Southern Ocean
Amazon rainforestÑ ENSO r˘1;˘1.5s Changes in tropical moisture supply
Table 1. Each interaction in the network of Fig. 1 has a specific link strength range and a
specific physical process that is connected to the respective interaction. The link strength ranges
are computed from literature values [60, 29] such that they can be used in Eq. 5. For a more in
depth description please be referred to Wunderling et al. (2020) [35].
B More basin stability results
Here, we show the standard deviation of the basin volume for 0 to 5 tipped elements (Fig. 6)
and the basin volume for one specific tipped element (Fig. 7) to complement the results from
Fig. 2.
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Figure 6. Standard deviation over the 27 different network realizations of the basin volume
normalized to one for each number of tipped elements (panels A-F) in dependence of interaction
strength and global mean temperature increase. Mean values can be found in Fig. 2.
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Figure 7. Basin stability for single elements showing that the basin volume for the AMOC,
WAIS (West Antarctic Ice Sheet) and AMAZ (Amazon rainforest) are qualitatively similar since
it is possible that only this particular element tips. However, for ENSO and the GIS (Green-
land Ice Sheet) this is not the case. It can onyl very rarely happen that these elements tip on
themselves for high interaction strength even at low temperature increases since both of them
possess a very strong link to another element that they would draw along into the tipped state.
For ENSO, this is the Amazon rainforest and for the Greenland Ice Sheet it is the AMOC. Note
that the color bar is different for panel A) to improve visibility.
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Tipping element Tlimit, i [˝C] τi [a.u.]
Greenland 0.8 – 3.2 4900
West Antarctica 0.8 – 5.5 2400
AMOC 3.5 – 6.0 300
ENSO 3.5 – 7.0 300
Amazon rainforest 3.5 – 4.5 50
Table 2. Critical temperature range Tlimit, i of the five tipping elements as taken from the litera-
ture [10], see also Eq. 5. The typical tipping time scale τi is given in model years (in arbitrary
units) since it is beyond the scope of this model to make predictions about the exact tipping
times. However, certain differences in tipping times as used here can be decisive whether a
tipping event occurs or not. For more information see Wunderling et al. (2020) [35].
C Oscillatory regimes for random initial conditions
Here, we show the results of a Monte Carlo Basin Bifurcation analysis for random initial con-
ditions (Fig. 8). We find that limit cycles occur more frequently when the initial conditions are
randomly shuffled.
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Figure 8. Oscillating states for random initial conditions. Limit cycles occur more often than
for initial conditions at -1 for all tipping elements. On the other side, the limit cycle oscillation
between the AMOC and the Greenland Ice Sheet is still dominating.
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